> Read below carefully. It is an excerpt from a LIVE transcript from CNN after
the shooting.
>
> An eyewitness states that the dead black guard was shot by other guards
returning fire.
> If this is so, there is as much probability geting killed by being shot in the
back by .40/.45/9mm as getting shot in the chest by a .22, if not more.
>
> It would be interesting, regardless of what really killed the guard, to find out
if he was shot by friendly fire. Too bad we will never know. But that should not
prevent people from asking and pushing the issue.
>
> Follow the link to the transcript.
>
> --- On Sun, 6/14/09, John de Nugent <johndenugent@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
From: John de Nugent <johndenugent@gmail.com>
>
Subject: CNN transcr; Witness says one guard shot another at Holo Museum,
not von Brunn
>
To: john@johndenugent.com
>
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2009, 10:08 PM
>
>
Thanks so much to a French-Canadian comrade for sending the key info below!
>
>
[an email sent to reporters who had interviewed me on TV]
>
>
Dear reporters:
>
>
Black US Holocaust Museum Guard Shot by Security Guards? CNN LIVE FEED
>
>
http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIP...10/cnr.06.html
>
>
>
HENRY: And then you saw some of the return fire from the security
personnel?
>
>
MARIA: Yes, it hit the security man. I am not sure where, but he was
flat on his back.
>
>
(below -- scroll 1/3rd down for rest of CNN transcript) ....
>
>
Von Brunn's "beef" was with Jews, not blacks, as far as I recall....
including in his final four emails, which I received, being on his email list, and
made available to the media.
>
>
In my three or four conversations with him by phone he never once
mentioned blacks, as an enemy or otherwise.
>
>
His website and his mass emails all focused on Jewish influence....
>
>
It would have been consistent for this overt antisemite -- not a mere
"nut," but a WWII combat naval officer, Mensa member and former successful NY
executive -- to open fire on a Jewish museum official, not on a black security
guard. His quasi-"suicide note" -- found in his car -- did not mention blacks
either, except for the half-black Barack Obama, and even then Obama's career was
blamed on Jews...... "Obama was made by theJews."
>

>
This could get murky. Something may be rotten in the State of Denmark.
>
>
Is it a cover-up for "friendly fire" and incompetence? A desire to rile
up 37 mio. blacks against "white supremacists"?
>
>
In any case, most security guards (of any race) in Washington DC
official buildings are not combat vets, Special Forces, Marines, or Delta
Force..... I have seen enough of them up-close in DC between 1977-2008 when I
lived there or visited often to not be overly impressed with their
professionalism. Many were what we Marines would call "jokin' and smokin'." And
this also applies AFTER 9/11/01.
>
>
Reports now are that von Brunn will survive and was arraigned
(http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/us_holocaust_museum_shooting). IF he is allowed to
survive, he may relate a different story than what is now being presented. One
thing I can say about James von Brunn, and even his foes will admit, is that he is
a forthright. blunt German-American (both mother and father of German ancestry
from Missouri) -- who minces no words and is not afraid to say whom he hates and
why. And he was no fool or, as we say in the Marines, a "Jumpy Jake" (nervous and
panicky).
>
>
The idea that he would shoot an innocuous guard who had just kindly
opened the door for him as an octogenarian senior does not quite add up.
>
>
Von Brunn was not Klan. He was a National Socialist, and primarily antiJewish. I think he went in, wrongheadedly, to kill a Jew.
>
>
How convenient that his website has been taken down.... I would be
surprised if 2% of it were about or against blacks.
>
>
The overall white nationalist community is far more focused on Jews than
on blacks, by the way. And Von Brunn was even more focused than the others on
Jewish power. He saw the Jews as manipulating the blacks against the whites, and
the Jews as the main culprits in America's woes.
>
>
If the man survives to trial, this all might go a different way.
>
>
John de Nugent
>
>
===================
>
>
I strongly object to ABC News repeatedly calling me, not a white
"separatist," but the favorite slur used by Jewish pressure groups (such as the
ADL or SPLC), "white supremacist." This word is like calling a black by the n--word, or a Jew by the k--- word. Further, ABC used the insinuating phrase "von
Brunn's fellow white supremacist."
>
>
I never met the man, I condemn his violence and I reject his hatred of
Christianity's values as well as doctrines.
>
>
Further, "supremacist" may have applied to Robert E. Lee or other
slaveholders in the 1850s but NO white activist today in 200 wants whites to rule
over blacks or others. We want SEPARATE AREAS TO BE OURSELVES.
>
>
I specifically call for pockets within the United States to become
"white safety and heritage zones." No secession, no violence, no overthrow, no
militia -- just areas where we, like the Amish, or any Orthodox Jewish enclave in
upstate New York, or the Mormons in 19th century Utah, can be safe. And preserve

our genes, culture and language.
>
>
What is "supremacist' about wanting to be left alone?
>
>
CBS, NBC, the Wash. Post, WTOP radio, both Pittsburgh papers, et alia
all correctly called me a white separatist, which I appreciate. I gladly work with
any journalist who gets the story straight and accurately presents the gist of my
positions.
>
>
>
>
Quote:
>
>
full CNN TRANSCRIPT:
>
>
Aired June 10, 2009 - 14:00 ET
>
>
I have Maria here. She lives here in the United States. Some of her
relatives are here visiting from Puerto Rico. So they were going to the museum.
>
>
Describe what you saw, Maria.
>
>
MARIA: Well, we were in the "Remember the Children" exhibit. We were
just exiting and we heard shooting.
>
>
I ran towards the glass doors to see what was going on. I thought it
was a joke or something. And there I could see a security man pull out his gun and
shoot towards the shooter.
>
>
I also saw another security man on his belly. There was blood
everywhere. So I didn't actually see him get shot, but I saw that he was badly
hurt and he did get shot.
>
>
HENRY: And then you saw some of the return fire from the security
personnel?
>
>
MARIA: Yes, it hit the security man. I am not sure where, but he was
flat on his back.
>
>
HENRY: Do you remember what floor -- is that the second floor?
>
>
MARIA: We were on the second floor, right where "Remember the
Children" was. I could see a few other security people there.
>
>
http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIP...10/cnr.06.html
>
>
>
John de Nugent
>
>
(724) 524-1002
>
>
PS http://abcnews.go.com/Video/playerIndex?catId=1206853
>
>
Go on left side to click on 6/11/089 show (Thursday)
>
>
click on bottom, lower left, at "Museum Gunman" to start multi-part
video in center of screen
>

>
I am on from 8:03 (time left) down to 7:47 (time left).
>
>
* * *
>
>
Here are other major network-JdN videos......
>
>
http://abcnews.go.com/Video/playerIndex?id=7811417 (Good Morning
America with Andrew Cuomo, son of ex-gov. Mario Cuomo)
>
>
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3032619/#31271741 (shows my website and
one of my speeches!)
>
>
Interview with a local black female TV reporter in Pittsburgh (for
NBC affiliate WPXI-TV).
>
>
This was her video report:
>
>
http://www.wpxi.com/news/19727856/detail.html
>
>
>
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3032619/#31271210 Commentator brays
those whom he labels "haters" should not have any more gun rights! Now THAT is the
NY media agenda.....in exploiting the death of one security guard: gut both the
First and Second Amendments.
>
>
(see At 7:02 look at Mark Potok .. who two years ago (NYT cover
story) helped two Mexican-Americans sue and seize a white farmer's $100,000 farm
in southernmost New Mexico after he stopped them with a rifle, assuming
understandably from bitter experience that they were illegals and drug
smugglers....
>
>
Compare the visuals:
>
>
>
vonBrunninterview.jpg picture by JohndeNugent
>
>
>
Mark Potok
>
>
>
http://media.eyeblast.org/newsbusters/static/2009/04/2009-04-15-CNNNews-Potok.jpg
>
>
Potok's Israel -- they never commit violence -- just ask the Gazans
about white phosphorus. Don't ask the 1,000 dead civilians.
>
>
Jews never commit hatred -- just ask the Palestinians in the West
Bank about Dr. Goldstein.....who shot 30 from behind while at prayer in the Dome
of the Mosque.
>
>
Just go back in time (if you could) and ask the African slaves about
hate and violence --- being brought over by Sephardic Jews operating out of
Newport RI and Charleston SC in the infamous transatlantic "passage" in fetid ship
bottoms during the slave trade under British aegis, and against the will of most
white American colonists. (Georgia banned slavery in the early 1700s and was
overruled by the royal governor.)
>
>
Aaron Lopez, 1700s Rhode Island "entrepreneur." Jewish sources call

him a "philanthropist."
>
>
>
Who brought black slaves here to America against their will? Not the
average White! Queen Elizabeth I of England and later kings wanted to get rich,
and they hired eager financiers and slave traders such as Aaron Lopez, one of many
Jews who operated the brutal slave passage ships out of Newport, Rhode Island.
Many Blacks actually know about this Jewish role. Most Whites actually objected
from the start to the immoral and cruel slave trade, which also caused tension and
destroyed white labor. But once the Africans were here, plantations had to acquire
them from Jews in order to survive against their cotton or tobacco competitors who
didn't have to pay any wages to slaves. It snowballed by the laws of business into
an unstoppable Jewish business that lined the king's pockets as well. Georgia and
other British colonies protested slavery and passed laws against it; they were
revoked by the British Crown. Just ten percent of Southern Whites had slaves, and
treated them fairly well as valuable workers, and almost no Northerners has
slaves. Most Whites alive today have almost zero ancestral guilt for the Jewishrun, Jewish-financed, king-of-England-enriching slave trade. But in 1861-65 it
cost White America 600,000 dead in the “Civil War,” many of them very fine young
men of good genes. (Based on a 2005 Loyola University study of the eye color of
Americans in the year 1900, it is probable that 75% of Whites before this
holocaust of our young men had blue or light eyes. The Civil War was a genetic
bloodbath.)
>
>
>
>
(taken from the first chapter of my forthcoming audiovisual/text DVD
book, Solutrea, and here: http://enationalist.com/john_de_nugent/blog/2009/04/thebook-solutrea-chapter-one/)
>
>
>
-30>
>
>
>
==============
>
>
After I sent this out, more information came in and I sent out another
email to these same reporters at CBS, Fox, NBC, ABC, etc.
>
>
http://www.henrymakow.com/canadian_jewish_congress_propp.html
>
>
The intent, says the article by Ezra Levant, was to provoke violence so
as to enact laws gutting free speech in Canada.
>
>
This website is by a Canadian Jewish author and PhD, and former major
columnist named Henry Makow, and quotes another Canadian Jew, Ezra Levant, a
lawyer, journalist and politician who gave up his seat in Parliament to the
current PM, Stephen Harper.
>
>
Is the purpose of the now suspicious Von Brunn incident to ALSO help
advance an agenda of abridging the First Amendment?
>
>
Why did the visitor Maria say security guards shot Stephen Johns?
>
>
Why would James von Brunn not have been out to accomplish -- this time,
unlike 1981 at the Federal Reserve Building -- a successful hostage-taking to
garner world publicity, as opposed to killing a kindly black security guard?

>
>
Von Brunn was no terbacky-chawing redneck like the two felons who
dragged a black man to death in Taxas..... nor did he ever bring up blacks to me.
He was an accomplished naval officer and executive. And he did not sound overly
despondent or crazed to me on the phone two weeks ago.
>
>
Suppose the feds put a GPS on his car, knew he was coming, and arranged
for a set-up killing to occur -- a LIHOP ("let it happen on purpose") that the
feds then modified by shooting both Johns and Von Brunn so as to exacerbate whiteblack violence, get sympathy for Jews, and make blacks -- the most antisemitic
demograph in America -- side more with Jews against "white supremacy"?
>
>
"White supremacist kills beloved black guard, family man and his
mother's only child"....
>
>
It sounds like a win-win for Zionism. All it took was "capping" a black
man.
>
>
Why did the mother seem so "copacetic" on TV with her son's death? She
did NOT seem very distraught.
>
>
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3032619/#31271741 (Thursday, 6/11/09) NBC
Nightly News/Brian Williams. Note her almost non-chalant-seeming body language at
1:06-1:14
>
>
What eases pain in Washington, DC?
>
>
JdN
>
>
===============
>
Canadian Jewish Congress Organized Nazi Party
>
June 14, 2009
>
levant.jpg
>
"Creating Anti-Semitism Since 1965"
>
>
By Ezra Levant
>
>
(Levant, 37, is a Jewish Canadian lawyer, journalist and politician who
gave up his seat in Parliament to Stephen Harper. This article provides another
example of the historic Nazi-Zionist cooperation designed to coerce Jews into
backing Zionist policies. Ultimately these policies advance world government by
the Masonic bankers who sponsor Zionism,also a Masonic order.)
>
>
>

